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Introducing Components

Goal

A bitter wind swept across Torg’s face as he surveyed the formation lining 
the opposite ridge. The scent of mead and a jingle of coins beside him followed 
another warrior almost as large as himself.

- “They are outnumbered. We should strike now,” growled Dathic.

- “And fall victim to another trap?” Torg grimaced as the fresh scar on his 
hand felt the strength of his own clenched fist.

- “Ha! Farmers with large sticks. I do not fear them.”
 
Minutes passed. Pine trees glistened with snow behind the far army. 
In the distance a boar unlucky to show itself in the clear met a swift demise 
at the end of a spear. Suddenly, a horn sounded in the air, soon joined by 
another. From the left out of the wood poured another hundred furred fighters 
intent on blood.

- “See?” grunted Torg. 

From the new group a pair on horses, with fiery beards and helmets dyed 
nearly as bright, rode out slowly towards Dathic and Torg.

- “They wish to speak!” Dathic erupted with a deep chuckle.  

- “A bargain is more to their liking after what we gave them last time.”  

- “For a belly your size?  They will go broke.”

10 x Mead Town Tiles 

5 x Player Aid Tiles 

5 x two-sided Player Boards 

10 x Special Ability Tiles 

60 x Warband Miniatures
    (12 for each Type) 

12 x Stronghold 
Miniatures 

10 x Silver Town Tiles 10 x Tusk Town Tiles 

10 x Pelt Town Tiles 80 x Unique Terrain Tiles 

Assemble your warbands at fledgling towns to form  
a nation under your rule.  Smash those who would stand 
in your way. Explore a countryside map by placing new 
land with forests, lakes, mountains, and roads connecting 
outposts. Recruit, maneuver, and attack with your  
forces depending on the types of terrain you add.   
Great rewards await but only for those willing  
to fight for control of the villages. 

Active Player
Marker
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Game Setup Special Ability Tiles

Now you can start the game.

Corsairs

Warriors

12

3

4
7

6

Marauders

Norse

Sails

Bandits

Picaroons

Vikings

12 x Stronghold 
Miniatures 

On each of your turns receive one free extra 
lake action, but only across a lake.

Upon placing a tile with exactly one forest 
side, receive one free extra forest action.

In a battle in which exactly one of your warbands 
is involved, your final battle strength is increased 
by one. Note: you do not reveal an extra tile; 
rather you add one to the total number of 
mountain sides on all your revealed tiles.

On each of your turns receive one free road 
action, but only traced off the map.

Upon placing a tile with a town, you may discard 
another tile from your hand with a town of 
any type. If you do, you are considered to be 
present in the town discarded for the purpose 
of receiving town actions of the placed town’s type.

In a battle, draw and reveal for yourself two extra 
tiles for each of your Strongholds on a side of the 
tile.

During a road action, your Strongholds count 
as road sides, and opposing warband armies  
do not halt movement of a larger army  
of your warbands.

After each of your turns in which your warbands 
are present at more than one town of the same 
type, score one extra victory point.

1. Choose your Jarl and take the corresponding Player Board. 

2. Take the corresponding set of 12 miniatures and place them on the left side of your Player

    Board in the marked circles. This is your settlement, and it is the starting place for all 12 of 

    your Warbands. The Warband Miniatures here are considered to be in your supply.

3. Take the Player Aid Tile and add it to your Player Board.

4. Randomly draw a Special Ability Tile and add it to your Player Board.

5. Shuffle the Map Tiles to form a draw stack. The Map Tiles are all of the Town Tiles and all 

    of the Unique Terrain Tiles; 120 tiles in total. The draw stack shall have 60 random Tiles 

    for a 2-player game, 90 for 3-player, and all 120 otherwise. Shuffle the Map Tiles to form a 

    face down draw stack and place it beside the playing area

6. Deal one tile from the stack to each player face up. The player dealt a tile with the most 

    mountain sides will be the First Player. If there is a tie, deal another face up tile  to each 

    player involved in the tie until it is broken. Continue dealing tiles facedown from the stack 

    until the First Player has three  tiles total, the player to his left has four, the next has five, and so on.

     If a player has already been dealt more than this number of tiles face up, he keeps them.

7. The First Player takes the Active Player Marker and places it next to his Player Board.

8. Keep the draw stack facedown beside the playing area.

9. Place the Stronghold Miniatures in a supply beside the draw stack.
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Gameplay

Play starts with the First Player and proceeds clockwise around the 
playing area.  On a player’s turn, he: 

•  adds a tile to the map; then 

•  performs a forest action for each forest side on the tile placed; then 

•  performs a lake action for each lake side on the tile placed; then 

•  performs a road action for each road side on the tile placed; then 

•  performs a mountain action for each mountain side on the tile placed.

ADDING A TILE TO THE MAP

The First Player chooses any tile from his hand and places it face up in the 
middle of the playing area to start the map. The next two players to have a 
turn must place a tile from his hand so that it is adjacent to exactly one previous 
tile along one and only one of the new tile’s sides. Once there are three tiles 
in the map, for the rest of the game each player on his turn must place a tile 
from his hand so that it is adjacent to at least two previous tiles. All tiles 
added to the map are placed faceup.  

Adjacent side types must match. When a tile is placed adjacent to another 
along a forest side, the tile placed must also have a forest side there. When a 
tile is placed adjacent to another along a lake side, the tile placed must also 
have lake side there. When a tile is placed adjacent to another along a road 
side, the tile placed must also have a road side there. When a tile is placed 
adjacent to another along an empty side, the tile placed must also have an 
empty side there. Mountain sides are an exception; they may be placed next  
to any kind of side except a road side, and any kind of side other than a road 
side may be placed next to mountain side. If you are playing with Strongholds 
(which is recommended), it is possible to place a tile with one illegal side 
combination (see STRONGHOLDS).

EXAMPLE MAP FORMATION

In a two-player game, the first player 
has started the map with this tile:

The second player wishes to add:

Map Tiles

Each Map Tile in the game is a space which Warbands may occupy.   
The Map Tiles are placed together in a hexagonal fashion throughout the game. 
Two neighboring tiles  will touch along a shared edge. Each of the six sides of a 
tile is either a forest side, a lake side, a mountain side, a road side, or an empty 
side. Additionally, some tiles also have a town in the middle of the space. Each 
tile may be adjacent to up to six other tiles. Any number of Warbands may occu-
py a tile.

 

Mountain
side

Road
side

Empty
side

Road
sideTown

Empty
side

Empty
side

Empty
side

Road
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side

Forest
side

Forest
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This tile must be added so that its empty side aligns with one of the first tile’s empty sides, in one of three possible positions:

Say the last option is chosen.  
The first player then wishes to add:

He may do so by placing it adjacent to the first tile along its lake side or along 
its empty side.  With the lake side there are three possible orientations:
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Say the rightmost option is chosen.  
The second player now wishes to add:

As there are already three tiles in the map, now additional tiles must border 
at least two others. This new tile can only be placed in one of two positions: 
above the leftmost tile connecting road sides with the middle tile and 
with its mountain side adjoining a forest side on the leftmost tile; or above 
the rightmost tile connecting  empty sides with the middle tile and with 
its mountain side adjoining a lake side on the rightmost tile:

ADDING A TILE TO THE MAP FROM THE DECK

If on his turn a player does not have a tile in his hand he is 
legally able to place, or if he simply chooses not to place a tile 
from his hand, he instead draws a tile from the deck and reveals 
it face up. He may add this tile to the map. If he cannot, or does 
not wish to, he discards it to a discard pile besides the draw 
pile,  draws another tile into his hand, and ends his turn without 
performing any actions.

PERFORMING ACTIONS

A player performing a forest action takes a Warband Miniature of his color 
(type) from his settlement (on his Player Board) and places it on the tile he 
just placed. If there are no more Warbands available in his settlement, he may 
instead take one from any other tile on the map, or from his victory points. 

PERFORMING A LAKE ACTION
A player performing a lake action moves an army by taking up to three of 
his Warbands that are all on one tile on the map and moving them to an 
adjacent tile across an empty side or a road side. He cannot move an army 
across  a  side  that  has  a  mountain  on  either  tile. He  may  move  an  
army across a forest side by using two lake actions in a row, if he has them. 
A player may move an army across any number of consecutive lake sides as 
one action. In other words, an army may be moved in one action across a 
lake of any size that has been formed on the map by more than one tile.

After placing a tile, the current player counts the number of forest sides on the 
placed tile and then performs up to that number of forest actions (see below). 
Alternatively, he can draw up to that number of tiles from the draw stack, with  
a hand limit of the number of Warband Miniatures he has remaining in his  
settlement. The player then does the same with lake sides, road sides, and,  
finally, mountain sides, in that order. If the player chooses to draw tiles at any 
point, then that option is not available for the future action types. For example, 
if the player places a tile with one forest side and two lake sides, and chooses to 
draw a tile in place of his forest action, the player can no longer choose to draw 
tiles in place of his lake actions.

PERFORMING A FOREST ACTION
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EXAMPLE MOVE WITH A LAKE ACTION

Say on the example map below a player has two warbands next to a large lake.  
On his turn the player places the tile outlined in the upper right. He places a 
warband on the new tile with his one forest action due to the forest side on 
the tile. Next he has one lake action from the one lake side on the placed tile. 
He cannot move the newly placed warband because there is a mountain side 
on each border with an adjacent tile. He can, however, move either or both 
warbands as an army on the map next to the large lake with his action.  The 
army can move southeast across the empty side; or it can  move  across the 
lake side to the southwest; or it can move across the lake side to the south;  
or it can move south and then southwest (or southwest, then southeast,  
and then southwest again) across two lake sides within the same lake to  
a tile that is two tiles away.  
The army can make any of these moves with just one lake action. The army  
cannot move northeast onto the newly placed tile because, again, there is  
a mountain side blocking the way.

PERFORMING A ROAD ACTION
A player taking a road action moves an army by taking any 
number of his warbands that are all on one tile on the map having  
a road, and moving them to an adjacent tile across a road side. 
If the destination tile does not have any enemy warbands, he may  
continue moving the army, to successive tiles, always across  road 
sides, until he decides to stop or he reaches a tile with one or more 
enemy warbands.     
He  cannot choose to continue moving only some of the warbands he 
moved  the first time; he must either continue moving them all or stop. 
Similarly, he cannot add any of his own warbands he may encounter 
along the way.   
A player may move an army in such a way off the edge of the map 
across a road side. If he does, he traces a route either clockwise or 
counterclockwise along the edge of the map until he reaches another  
road side of a tile, possibly many tiles away along the edge. He moves  
his army onto the first such distant tile, and ends his road action.  

EXAMPLE MOVE WITH A ROAD ACTION

Say on the example map on page 8 the yellow player has a warband at  
a pelt town along a road. On his turn the player places the tile outlined 
in red on the upper left. With his forest action he places a warband on 
the tile. Next he has a lake action, which he uses to draw a tile. Finally 
he has a road action from the one road side on the placed tile. He may 
move either of his warbands as they are both on tiles with a road. 

Say he wishes to move his warband that was already on the map, on 
the tile with the pelt town. He may move it one tile south across the 
road side. If he does it must stop there, as there is another player’s 
warband on the tile. If the tile did  not have another player’s warband, 
he could continue moving along the road. Or, he may move it off the 
map across the road side to the northeast.  
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If he does, he may wrap around the map clockwise or counter-
-clockwise until he reaches the next road side (as depicted in 
the image below), and stop on that tile.

PERFORMING A MOUNTAIN ACTION
A player performing a mountain action fights a battle by choosing a tile 
on the map containing at least one of his warbands and at least one  
enemy warband. All warbands on the selected tile are now involved in 
the battle. First, the active player reveals one tile for each of his Warbands 
involved in the battle plus one tile for initiating the battle. Then, going 
clockwise from the active player, each player with at least one Warband 
involved in the battle reveals a number of tiles equal to the number
of his warbands involved in the battle. Tiles may be revealed from the 
player’s hand, or drawn from the draw deck and revealed.  
When a player is revealing tiles, he reveals them one at a time, and may 
decide after each tile from where the next tile will come. Each player 
counts the total number of mountain sides on all their revealed tiles;  
this sum is his battle strength. The player with the highest battle strength 
wins the battle. After the battle is over, all revealed tiles are discarded.

EXAMPLE BATTLE WITH A MOUNTAIN ACTION

For  example,  say  somewhere  on  the  map  there  is  a  tile  with  two  
yellow  warbands,  one  red  warband,  and  one  of  the  player’s  own  
blue  warbands.  The player uses a mountain action from a placed tile 
somewhere else on the map to initiate a battle.
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Blue gets to reveal two tiles, one for his warband and one for initiating the 
battle. For his first tile, he chooses to draw a tile from the draw deck. Two 
mountain sides! What a good tile! He decides to also draw his second tile 
from the draw deck. Boo! These tiles have two mountain sides total, so Blue’s 
battle strength is two.

Yellow has two warbands involved in the battle and so draws, reveals, and 
gets to reveal two tiles. He draws both tiles from the draw deck. The first tile 
has one mountain side, and the second has none, for a total of one battle 
strength. 

Lastly, Red has one warband involved in the battle, and so only gets to reveal 
one tile. She very much does not want to lose, and so instead of drawing 
from the draw deck, she discards revealing a strong tile from her hand.  
The tile has two mountains, for a battle strength of two.

After determining the battle strengths of all the player’s involved 
in the battle, each player not having the highest battle strength 
loses a number of warbands equal to the difference between his 
battle strength and the highest strength in the battle. He removes  
his lost warbands from the tile on which the battle took place, 
and places them back in his settlement (on his Player Board). 
If  he does not have enough warbands to lose, he simply loses all 
his warbands on the tile. If there are multiple players each with 
the highest battle strength, each tying player loses one warband, 
and other players lose warbands equal to the difference in battle 
strengths as usual. If  there is a single player with the highest battle 
strength, he may add one warband to the tile; if the player is the 
only one with warbands remaining on the tile, he may instead add 
two. Finally, the player or players with the highest battle strength 
score one victory point each. Each victor marks the point by taking 
a Warband Miniature from his settlement (on his Player Board) 
and placing it at the campfire on his player board. If there are none 
available in his settlement, he may mark the point by removing 
one of his Warband Miniatures from a tile on the map.

In the example battle, Blue and Red have the highest battle strength 
with two.  Yellow has a battle strength of one, and loses the difference 
in battle strength, losing one of his two warbands.  Blue and Red each 
lose one warband and score one victory point for the tie.  The tile is left 
with one Yellow warband.

A player performing more than one Mountain action to fight 
battles may fight following  battles  on  different  tiles,  or  on  the  
same  tile  if  there  are  still  warbands  of  more  than  one  color  
remaining,  including  his. He need not decide the site of the next 
battle until the first is resolved.   

After a player’s mountain actions, the player ends his turn by 
passing the Active Player Marker to the player on his left, and that 
player begins his turn.
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Winning the Game Advanced Rules

 If a player collects a sixth victory point, his battle prowess  
 is sung in legends of old and he wins. If  multiple players  collect 
a sixth victory point in the same battle, the game is drawn between 
them. If a player at the end of his turn has at least one warband of his 
color in at least one town of each type (pelt, mead, silver, and tusk), 
and he can trace a path through the wilderness of any distance 
between each such town without going  over  a  mountain side,  off  
the map, or through a tile containing  only warbands not of his color, 
he has founded the nation of Bjarmia and he wins. 
 
If the draw deck is depleted, the player taking his turn finishes his 
actions. Further  drawing  is  impossible  and  any  draws  in battles left 
to be  done are treated as having no mountain sides.  
At the end of the turn, the player with at least one warband of  his 
color in the most towns  wins. He is the most  influential of the 
leaders. If  there is a tie, the tying player with the most victory points 
wins.  He is the most powerful of the leaders. If there is still a tie, the 
player with the most warbands of his color on the map is the winner.  
If there is still a tie between players, the game is drawn between them.  
The leaders issue a charter of peace.

EXAMPLE VICTORY BY FORMING BJARMIA
At the end of the three-player game shown below, Purple places a tile 
with three lake sides and a road side in the lower right. After all his 
actions he is in a tusk town, a pelt town, a mead town, and a silver 
town on the map connected in an uninterrupted fashion. 
Purple founds the nation of Bjarmia and wins the game.

Once players are familiar with the basic game of Blood of the Northmen, 
there are two optional modules for advanced play, Commodities 
and Strongholds. Each can be added separately to the game, or they can be 
combined for the richest  experience.  

COMMODITIES
When a player adds a tile with a town to the map, before his basic actions, he 
gains a number of actions corresponding to the type of the town. For each 
town (of any type) on the map at which only his warbands are present, he gains 
one  action. Also, for each town of the same type as the newly placed one at 
which only his warbands are present, he gains an additional action. 
As with basic actions, a player may choose to perform all, some, or none of 
his entitled town actions. 

For example, if a player places a pelt town, and before his basic actions only 
he is in one pelt town and two silver towns on the map, he can take four pelt 
actions (three towns, plus one extra for the pelt town). 

PELT TOWNS
A player  performing  pelt  actions  returns  his  scored  points  then  scores  
one victory point for each pelt action. He marks each point by taking a 
Warband Miniature from his settlement (on his Player Board) or, if none are 
available in his settlement, he may remove one of his Warband Miniatures 
from a tile on the map, or take one of his Warband Miniatures from his 
Warbands in reserve (see MEAD).   
In any case a player cannot add a point to his score with a pelt action beyond 
the number of warbands he has on the map.   

For example, if a player has two warbands on the map and one point, and has 
three pelt actions, he may only score one more point with a pelt action, as he 
gives up his original point and scores two, but cannot score the third. Also, the 
second point cannot be taken as a Warband Miniature from the map, as then 
he would have two points and only one warband on the map.
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MEAD TOWNS
A player performing a mead action places one of his Warband Miniatures 
into a reserve in front of him, taking a Warband Miniature from his settlement 
(on his Player Board) or, if none are available in his settlement, he may remove 
one of his Warband Miniatures from a tile on the map, or take one of  his  
Warband Miniatures scored as a victory points. The Warband Miniatures in  
a player’s  reserve may be spent later on this turn or any subsequent turn,  
together or separately, as extra forest, lake, road, or mountain actions during 
the appropriate time during his turn. They may be spent this way even if the 
player is not entitled to any actions of that type from his tile placement. All 
actions of a type on a turn must still be used for the same purpose.   
Extra Mountain actions may be declared after seeing the results of previous 
battles. Reserved Warband Miniatures used as basic actions are removed 
from your reserve and are placed in your settlement (on your Player Board).

SILVER TOWNS
A player performing a silver action chooses a tile on the map on which he 
and at least one other playe have a warband. The player may discard a tile 
from his hand; if he does, from that tile he removes one Warband Miniature 
of each other color. The removed Warbands are returned to their owners’ 
settlements (on their Player Boards). Removed warbands are being bribed, 
without battle or scoring of victory points. 

For example, if Purple takes a silver action where he has a warband, and there  
are two Orange warbands and one Yellow warband there, one silver action  
would remove one Orange warband and one Yellow warband. A second silver 
action if taken on the same tile would remove the second Orange warband. 

TUSK TOWNS
A player performing a tusk action may prepare a tile from his 
hand facedown in front of him. The tile is kept together  with  
any previously prepared tiles from turns  before. Prepared tiles 
may be used in battles on future turns, as explained below.
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PREPARED FOR BATTLE
Whenever a player’s warbands are involved in a 
battle, whether it is a battle started by the player on 
his turn or started by another player on another 
turn, before a player draws and reveals tiles to 
determine battle strength, the player may choose 
to reveal any or all of the prepared tiles in front 
of him, adding the number of mountain sides on 
the tiles to his battle strength, and discarding the 
tiles after the battle. The prepared tiles are chosen 
before and in addition to the battle tiles the player 
is normally due to receive. Any unused prepared 
tiles a player has are kept facedown for future 
battles. The number of prepared tiles a player  has  
in front of him is public knowledge.

For example, in a three player game Purple attacks Orange at the silver town above. Purple is entitled two tiles, one for his warband and one 
for the  attack. Orange is entitled two tiles for her warbands. Purple also has two tiles prepared from previous tusk actions. Purple may use 
either or both his prepared tiles for their mountain sides before providing and/or drawing his two entitled tiles.

STRONGHOLDS

When a player adds a tile to the map, before his town and basic actions, he may place one Stronghold from the 
supply onto the map straddling a shared side of the added tile and an existing adjacent tile. When he does so, he 
takes a warband from his settlement and places it in the Stronghold, to signify his ownership.  If there are no more 
warbands available in the settlement, he may instead take one from any other place on the map, or from his victory  
points or reserve, or from one of his  previously  placed  Strongholds,  also  returning  that  Stronghold  to  the  
supply. If there are no more Strongholds in the supply, he may similarly return one of his previously placed 
Strongholds to place the new Stronghold.

When  adding  a  tile  to  the  map,  one  side  match  with  another  existing  tile may be illegal, but then the 
player must place a Stronghold on that side. A Stronghold over an illegally matched side is permanent; 
it cannot be removed later to place other warbands or another Stronghold.
A player does not receive the normal basic action from the side of his tile over which he placed a Stronghold.

orange
purple

yellow
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LAKE ACTIONS AND ROAD ACTIONS THROUGH STRONGHOLDS

A player treats a side on the map with his Stronghold as an empty side, 
passable when moving his warbands with lake actions. A player treats a side 
on the map with an opponent’s Stronghold as a mountain side, impassable. 
For example, in the map to the right, the Orange player places the tile with 
the Mead town as shown. She chooses not to place a Stronghold this turn. 
With the three Lake actions given by the tile she may move her Orange  
warband from the tile with the Pelt town three times, the third time  
through her previously placed Stronghold in the middle of the map. With 
the one Road action she may then continue her movement off the edge of  
the map to wrap around and reenter, stopping at the Tusk town.

PELT ACTIONS AND STRONGHOLDS

When also playing with the Commodities module, a player treats each Stronghold on the map he owns as a warband for the purpose of 
determining his maximum victory point limit when taking pelt actions. For example, if he has three warbands and two Strongholds on the map, 
and he takes six pelt actions, he ends up with five points.

FORMING BJARMIA AND STRONGHOLDS

A player may connect through his Strongholds when tracing between his different town 
types when forming Bjarmia, as if they were empty sides. A player cannot connect through 
opposing Strongholds, in the same way he  cannot connect though mountain sides.

For example, in the map to the right, both Purple and Orange have a warband  present at 
a Tusk town, a Silver town, a Pelt town, and a Mead town. Orange may form Bjarmia and 
win the game if it is her turn, but Purple cannot, because of  the Orange  Stronghold  in  the  
middle  of  the  map.  In  the case to the right, mountain sides block any other tracing between 
the inhabited towns other than tracing through the sides holding the Stronghold. Orange may 
trace through her own Stronghold, but Purple cannot trace through the opposing Stronghold.



Solo mode
                      A single player may play a game of Blood of the Northmen against the              

                           brigands roaming the local countryside. Shuffle the deck and form a  
                           draw deck of 60 cards, then deal three of these cards to the player.  
The player starts with twelve Warband Miniatures in his supply. Against him there 
are twelve Brigand Miniatures in a separate supply, using the Warband Miniatures of 
another color.

The player must win the game before the deck is depleted, either by earning six 
victory point tokens, or by forming Bjarmia by connecting one of each of the four 
types of towns overland without interruption by mountains or any space containing only 
brigands. If the deck runs out, or the brigands score six victory points, the brigands win 
and the player loses. The brigands cannot win by forming Bjarmia.

On a player’s turn, he plays normally, using Commodities and Strongholds as de-
sired. After each turn, the player flips the top card from the draw deck into the discard 
deck, noting the number of the card, from 001 to 120. He then looks up the brigand 
action in the chart on the following pages and executes it. Note that if there are no 
Brigand Miniatures on the map, any card numbered above 030 is to be redirected to an 
action 030 or below as given in parentheses, which are actions that place more brigands 
onto the map.

All actions done by the brigands are directed by the player. When there is a choice 
to be made, the player makes the choice. For example, if three brigands are to be added 
to a tile with a town, and there is more than one town on the map, the player decides 
in which town the brigands appear. If an action is not possible, it does not occur. For 
example with the same action if there are no towns on the map, no brigands are added.

Brigand Miniatures added to map come from the supply first, and then must come 
from another place on the map. They are never taken from the Brigand Victory Points. 
Brigand Victory Points for winning battles and awarded by card instructions are always 
awarded; they cannot be declined.

Whenever a lake or road action is to be done by the brigands, that action must be 
done moving as many Brigand Miniatures as possible (up to three for a lake action) 
from one chosen tile into another tile already containing either Brigand Miniatures 
or Warband Miniatures. If no such move exists, no move is done. Then if two lake and/
or road actions are available, if two moves can be done to bring Brigand Tokens into 
another tile with tokens, they must be done. If a four-or-larger Brigand army is split,  
a subsequent move cannot undo a previous move.

If an instruction indicates a bribe is to occur, the brigands do not need to pay any 
cards from hand; they do not have a hand. The bribe of a warband can only occur in a tile 
containing a brigand.

If an instruction indicates a card is to be prepared for a future battle, the card is 
taken from the draw deck and kept facedown by the Brigand Miniatures supply.  
Whenever a battle occurs, all prepared brigand cards are used  automatically.

001 — Add 2 brigands to a tile with no warbands or brigands. Then lake move the  brigands.
002 — Add 3 brigands to a tile with a town. Then lake move the brigands.
003 — Add 1 brigand to each tile with a lake. Then lake move the brigands.
004 — Add 4 brigands to a tile. Then lake move the brigands.
005 — Add 2 brigands to a tile with a mountain. Then road move the brigands.
                        006 — Add 3 brigands to a tile with a town. Then road move the brigands.
                                007 — Add 1 brigand to each tile with a road. Then road move the brigands.
                        008 — Add 4 brigands to a tile. Then road move the brigands.
                        009 — Add 2 brigands to a tile with a warband. Then attack with  
                                     the brigands.

010 — Add 3 brigands to a tile with a town. Then attack with the brigands.
011 — Add 1 brigand to each tile with a warband. Then attack with the brigands against the   
             smallest warband army possible.
012 — Add 4 brigands to a tile. Then attack with the largest brigand army possible. 
013 — Add 3 brigands to the tile just placed by the player. Then the brigands score 2 points.
014 — Add 2 brigands to a tile with no mountain. Then the brigands score 3 points.
015 — Add 4 brigands to a tile with no forest. Then the brigands score 1 point.
016 — Add 1 brigand to each tile with a town. Then the brigands score a point for each such tile.
017 — Add 2 brigands to each tile with a lake and a road. Then the brigands bribe 1 warband.
018 — Add 5 brigands to a tile with a mountain and a town. Then the brigands bribe 2 warbands.
019 — Add 1 brigand to a tile with the most warbands. Then the brigands bribe 3 warbands there.
020 — Add 3 brigands to a tile with a warband. Then the brigands bribe 3 warbands.
021 — Add 2 brigands to a tile with a mountain. Then the brigands prepare 2 cards.
022 — Add 3 brigands to a tile with at least two mountains. Then the brigands prepare 3 cards.
023 — Add 4 brigands to a tile. Then the brigands prepare 1 card.
024 — Add 1 brigand to each tile with a mountain. Then the brigands prepare a card for    
            each such tile.
025 — Add 4 brigands to a tile with a warband. Then discard 5 cards from the deck.
026 — Add 2 brigands to each tile with a town. Then discard 5 cards from the deck.
027 — Add 3 brigands to each tile with a lake and a mountain. Then discard 5 cards from the deck.
028 — Add 3 brigands each to two adjacent tiles. Then discard 5 cards from the deck.
029 — Add 6 brigands to a tile. Then discard 5 cards from the deck.
030 — Add 5 brigands to a tile with no forest. Then discard 5 cards from the deck.
031 (001) — Lake move the brigands twice. Then road move the brigands.
032 (002) — Lake move the brigands. Then road move the brigands twice.
033 (003) — Lake move the brigands. Then road move the brigands. Then attack with the brigands.
034 (004) — Lake move the brigands. Then road move the brigands. Then draw and discard 
to perform another card.
035 (005) — Lake move the brigands twice. Then attack with the brigands.
036 (006) — Lake move the brigands. Then attack twice with the brigands.
037 (007) — Lake move the brigands. Then attack with the brigands against the smallest   
                       warband army possible.
038 (008) — Lake move the brigands. Then attack with the brigands using the largest  
                       brigand army possible.
039 (009) — Lake move the brigands twice. Then the brigands score 1 point.
040 (010) — Lake move the brigands. Then the brigands score 2 points.
041 (011) — Lake move the brigands. Then the brigands score a point for each brigand army.
042 (012) — Lake move the brigands. Then draw and discard to perform another card.
043 (013) — Lake move the brigands twice. Then the brigands bribe 1 warband.
044 (014) — Lake move the brigands. Then the brigands bribe 2 warbands.
045 (015) — Lake move the brigands. Then the brigands bribe a warband for each brigand army.
046 (016) — Lake move the brigands. Then bribe 1 warband. Then draw and discard to   
                       perform another card.
047 (017) — Lake move the brigands twice. Then the brigands prepare 1 card.
048 (018) — Lake move the brigands. Then the brigands prepare 2 cards.
049 (019) — Lake move the brigands. Then the brigands prepare a card for each brigand army.
                    050 (020) — Lake move the brigands. Then the brigands prepare a card. Then  
                                           draw and discard to perform another card.
                    051 (021) — Lake move the brigands three times. Then discard 5 cards from the deck.14
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052 (022) — Lake move the brigands once for each brigand army. Then discard 5 cards from   
                       the deck.
053 (023) — Lake move the brigands once for each tile with a town. Then discard 5 cards  
                       from the deck.
054 (024) — Lake move the brigands once for each warband army. Then discard 5 cards  
                       from the deck.
055 (025) — Lake move the brigands twice. Then discard 5 cards from the deck.  Then draw  
                       and discard to perform another card.
056 (026) — Lake move a single brigand, four times. Do not undo a previous move. Then  
                       discard 5 cards from the deck.
057 (027) — Road move the brigands twice. Then attack with the brigands.
058 (028) — Road move the brigands. Then attack twice with the brigands.
059 (029) — Attack with the brigands. Then road move the brigands twice.
060 (030) — Road move the brigands. Then attack with the brigands. Then road move the brigands.
061 (001) — The brigands prepare 1 card. Then attack with the brigands.
062 (002) — Attack with the brigands. Then the brigands prepare 2 cards.
063 (003) — Attack twice with the brigands. Then the brigands prepare 1 card.
064 (004) — Attack with the brigands. Then if the brigands win, the brigands prepare 4 cards.
065 (005) — The brigands score 2 points. Then attack with the brigands.
066 (006) — The brigands score 1 point. Then attack twice with the brigands.
067 (007) — Attack twice with the brigands. The brigands score 1 extra point for each battle  
                       the brigands win.
068 (008) — Attack with the brigands. If the brigands win, the brigands win the game.
069 (009) — The brigands bribe 2 warbands. Then attack with the brigands.
070 (010) — The brigands bribe 1 warband. Then attack twice with the brigands.
071 (011) — Attack with the brigands. Then the brigands bribe 3 warbands.
072 (012) — Attack twice with the brigands. Then the brigands bribe 2 warbands.
073 (013) — Attack three times with the brigands. Then discard 5 cards from the deck.
074 (014) — Attack with the brigands in each tile with a town. Then discard 5 cards from the deck.
075 (015) — Attack with the brigands in each tile with more brigands than warbands. Then  
                       discard 5 cards from the deck.
076 (016) — Attack with the brigands in each tile with only one warband. Then discard  
                       5 cards from the deck.
077 (017) — Attack with the brigands. Then discard 10 cards from the deck.
078 (018) — Attack repeatedly with the brigands until it is no longer possible. Then discard  
                       5 cards from the deck.
079 (019) — Road move the brigands twice. Then the brigands score 1 point.
080 (020) — Road move the brigands. Then the brigands score 2 points.
081 (021) — Road move the brigands. Then the brigands score a point for each tile with  
                       a town with a brigand.
082 (022) — Road move the brigands twice. Then the brigands score a point for each tile                         
                       with brigands and warbands.
083 (023) — Road move the brigands twice. Then the brigands bribe 1 warband.
084 (024) — Road move the brigands. Then the brigands bribe 2 warbands.
085 (025) — Road move the brigands. Then the brigands bribe a warband in each tile.
086 (026) — Road move the brigands twice. Then the brigands bribe a warband in each tile  
                       with a town.
087 (027) — Road move the brigands twice. Then the brigands prepare 1 card.
088 (028) — Road move the brigands. Then the brigands prepare 2 cards.

089 (029) — Road move the brigands. Then the brigands prepare a card  
                       for each tile with a town with a brigand.
090 (030) — Road move the brigands twice. Then the brigands prepare  
                       a card for each tile with a brigand.
091 (001) — Road move the brigands three times.  Then discard 5 cards from the deck. 
092 (002) — Road move the brigands once for each brigand army.  Then discard 5 cards  
                       from the deck.
093 (003) — Road move the brigands once for each tile with a town.  Then discard 5 cards   
                       from the deck.
094 (004) — Road move the brigands once for each warband army.  Then discard 5 cards                
                       from the deck.
095 (005) — Road move a single brigand, 4 times.  Do not undo a previous move.  Then    
                       discard 5 cards from the deck.
096 (006) — Road move the brigands twice.  After each move if a brigand moved into a tile with  
                       a warband, attack there with the brigands.  Then discard 5 cards from the deck. 
097 (007) — The brigands score 2 points.  Then the brigands bribe 1 warband.
098 (008) — The brigands score 1 point.  Then the brigands bribe 2 warbands.
099 (009) — The brigands bribe 2 warbands.  Then the brigands score a point for each  
                       warband bribed.
100 (010) — In each tile with a town, the brigands bribe a warband.  For each such tile    
                       without a warband, the brigands score a point.
101 (011) — The brigands score 2 points. Then the brigands prepare 1 card.
102 (012) — The brigands score 1 point. Then the brigands prepare 2 cards.
103 (013) — The brigands prepare 1 card. Then the brigands score a point for each card   
                       prepared by the brigands.
104 (014) — The brigands either prepare a card or score a point, four times.
105 (015) — The brigands bribe a warband in each tile. Then discard 5 cards from the deck.
106 (016) — The brigands bribe 4 warbands. Then discard 5 cards from the deck.
107 (017) — The brigands bribe 2 warbands in each tile with a town.  Then discard 5 cards               
                       from the deck.
108 (018) — The brigands bribe all warbands in one tile. Then discard 5 cards from the deck.
109 (019) — The brigands bribe 2 warbands in two different tiles. Then discard 5 cards  
                       from the deck.
110 (020) — The brigands bribe 2 warbands. Then discard 10 cards from the deck.
111 (021) — The brigands bribe 1 warband. Then the brigands prepare 2 cards.
112 (022) — The brigands bribe 2 warbands. Then the brigands prepare 1 card.
113 (023) — The brigands bribe 2 warbands. Then the brigands prepare a card for each        
                       warband bribed.
114 (024) — The brigands prepare 1 card. Then the brigands bribe a warband for each  
                       card prepared by the brigands.
115 (025) — The brigands prepare 3 cards. Then discard 5 cards from the deck.
116 (026) — The brigands prepare a card for each tile with a town. Then discard  
                       5 cards from the deck.
117 (027) — The brigands prepare a card for each tile with a brigand. Then discard  
                       5 cards from the deck.
118 (028) — The brigands prepare a card for each tile with a warband. Then discard  
                       5 cards from the deck.
119 (029) — The brigands prepare a card for each point scored by the brigands.  
                       Then discard 5 cards from the deck.
                120 (030) — The brigands prepare a card for each point scored  
                                        by the player. Then discard 5 cards from the deck.
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